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The Richtech Stabilizer is a pre-engineered, effective and permanent solution that restores structural integrity to a foundation wall. The 
Stabilizer’s innovative adjustable design works in any installation scenario. Bowed, sheared and tipped walls can be quickly repaired and 
restored with just one  product. No outdoor excavation is required for most repair jobs.

The Richtech Stabilizer is affordable and can be installed in less than a day. Hydrostatic pressure, thermal expansion and contraction and 
shifting soil can damage any foundation. If the foundation is compromised, the entire structure is put at risk. Eliminate the risk and restore 
the strength of your foundation walls with Richtech Stabilizer. 

FOUNDATION REINFORCEMENT SYSTEM

Installed every 5 - 6ft. along foundationInstalled every 5 - 6ft. along foundation

BEFORE

Bowed Wall Tipped Wall Sheared Wall

AFTER
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WHAT IS IT? 
Stabilizer is a pre-engineered, effective and permanent 
solution that restores structural integrity to a 
foundation wall. Bowed, sheared and tipped walls 
can be quickly repaired and restored with just one 
product. No outdoor excavation.

THE BASEMENT SOLUTION FOR BOWED, TIPPED, OR SHEARED WALLS

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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BEFORE

AFTER 
1.  Adjustable Top Bracket;  2. Fixed Top Bracket;  3. Floor Bracket;  
4. Slab Spike 

1. 

2. 

3. 4. 

Richtech Industries - Richtech only sells products to professional licensed contractors 
                                            1.800. 677.7791 or RichtechIndustries.com 
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